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Abstract
Recent advances in large-capacity, low-cost storage devices have led to active research in design of large-scale
storage systems built from commodity devices for supercomputing applications. Such storage systems, composed
of thousands of storage devices, are required to provide
high system bandwidth and petabyte-scale data storage. A
robust network interconnection is essential to achieve high
bandwidth, low latency, and reliable delivery during data
transfers. However, failures, such as temporary link outages and node crashes, are inevitable. We discuss the impact of potential failures on network interconnections in
very large-scale storage systems and analyze the trade-offs
among several storage network topologies by simulations.
Our results suggest that a good interconnect topology be
essential to fault-tolerance of a petabyte-scale storage system.

1. Introduction
System architects are building ever-larger data storage
systems to keep up with the ever-increasing demands of
bandwidth and capacity for supercomputing applications.
While high parallelism is attractive in boosting system performance, component failures are no longer exceptions. In
a petabyte-scale storage system with thousands of nodes
and a complicated interconnect structure, strong robustness
in network interconnections is highly desired but difficult to
achieve.
Failures, which appear in various modes, may have several effects on a large-scale storage system. The first is connectivity loss: requests or data packets from a server may
not be delivered to a specific storage device in the presence
of link or switch failures. The result is disastrous: many
I/O requests will be blocked. Fortunately, today’s storage
systems include various levels of redundancy to tolerate
failures and ensure robust connectivity. The second effect
is bandwidth congestion caused by I/O request detouring.

Workload analysis of a large Linux cluster with more than
800 dual processor nodes at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory [19] shows that I/O requests are very intensive
in supercomputing environments. They arrive on average
about every millisecond. The average size of a single I/O
request can be as large as several megabytes. Suppose that
such a large system suffers a failure on a link or delivery
path on an I/O stream. In this case, the stream has to find a
detour or come to a temporary standstill. The rerouting will
bring I/O delays and bandwidth congestion and might even
interrupt data transfer. The I/O patterns particular to supercomputing demand a network architecture that provides
ultra-fast bandwidth and strong robustness simultaneously.
The third effect is data loss caused by the failure of a storage device. As disk capacity increases faster than device
bandwidth, the time to write and hence to restore a complete disk grows longer and longer. At the same time, the
probability of single and multiple failure increases with the
number of devices in the storage system.
Current petabyte-scale storage system designs, such as
Lustre [3], rely on a high-speed storage area network to
provide required bandwidth, but do not address fault tolerance. Inspired by parallel computing architecture, recent
research [10] proposes using switch-attached storage devices to create scalable and robust network interconnection and explores several potential topologies from butterfly networks to hypercubes. We focus on the failure impact
on network interconnection for systems built from various
topologies. We investigate the failure-resilient capacity and
compare the trade-offs among several network interconnection architectures for a petabyte-scale storage system. We
consider various degraded modes in which a certain number of links and (or) nodes fail and examine the impact of
these failures on such a system. By simulation, we observe
that a well-chosen network topology such as mesh and hypercube can still guarantee good network interconnection
under various failure modes. At the same time, neighbors
of the failed nodes and links suffer much more from bandwidth congestion than average. Our results indicate that an
adaptive network routing protocol is needed for such a large
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3. Network Interconnection and Failure Impacts

system in order to solve the hot-spot problems brought by
various failures in the system.

Modern supercomputing systems require a high bandwidth storage network storing petabytes of data. Traditional storage architectures, such as RAID [4], Storage
Area Network (SAN) [17], and Network Attached Storage (NAS) [9] cannot meet the needs for bandwidth and
scale of such a large storage system. Network topologies
for massively parallel computers are better suited to build
large storage networks [10], as they are capable of delivering high performance and dealing with very large scale.

2. Related Work
Designs for parallel file systems, such as Vesta [5] and
RAMA [13], were aimed at high performance computing,
but did not consider the large scale of today’s systems and
the impact of failures which comes along with such a scale.
Industry solutions, such as IBM TotalStorage Infrastructure [11], EMC SAN arrays using fibre channel
switches [12], and Network Appliance Fibre Channel SAN
storage solutions [16], can support up to tens of terabytes
data capacity. Our work is aimed for the design of petabytescale storage systems that can provide non-stop data delivery in the presence of failures.

3.1. System Overview
Our research targets for a storage system with multipetabytes of data. Such a system typically consists of
over 4,000 storage devices, thousands of connection nodes
(routers/switches/concentrators), and tens of thousands of
network links. There is a high reliability demand on our
system because data is difficult, perhaps even impossible
to regenerate, and may not be reproducible. To achieve
necessary failure tolerance, we store data redundantly. The
choice of redundancy mechanisms is decided by the desired
system cost, workload characteristics, and performance criteria. For instance, if the storage cost is one of the main
concern and the system is primarily read-only, erasure correcting coding would be a good redundancy scheme for the
system. When small writes appear frequently in the system
and high storage redundancy is affordable, pure replication
(mirroring) will fit the design. The data recovery process
differs with redundancy mechanisms. If we simply mirror the data, then we just ask for the node(s) where the the
replica is stored. If erasure coding is configured for the
system, then the request is routed to a number of other storage servers that collectively can rebuild missing data when
a storage device becomes inaccessible. We discuss tradeoffs among several data redundancy schemes and the use
of data declustering for expediting the data repair process
in our previous work [20].

Hospodor and Miller [10] explored potential interconnection architectures for petabyte-scale storage systems.
The main concern of their work is efficient network interconnection between storage nodes, routers, switches and
servers; however, they do not consider the consequences of
failures on the network.
One of the main approaches to achieve fault-tolerant
interconnection networks is adding redundant nodes and
links in arrays and meshes. Blake and Trivedi [2] analyzed
the reliability of multi-stage interconnection networks and
showed that adding intra-stage links is more beneficial than
adding an extra stage. Zhang [21] designed fault-tolerant
graphs with small degree for good scalability and small
number of spare nodes for low cost.
Resilient routing is crucial for interconnection network
reliability in the face of link outages. Vaidya et al. [18]
studied fault-tolerant routing algorithms in a multiprocessor system. Their focus was Duato’s routing algorithm—
Double East-Last West Last (DELWL) [8] in a 2D mesh
topology. The system they examined was on the order
of thirty to forty nodes; while our study is for much
larger scale storage networks—on the order of thousands
of nodes. In addition, we have switches and routers which
differ in functionality from storage nodes.

3.2. Network Interconnect Architectures
There are several potential strategies for interconnect architectures, such as a simple hierarchical structure, butterfly networks, meshes, and hypercubes [1]. The analysis of
the total system cost and comparison of system bandwidth
under failure-free status of each strategy were discussed in
prior research [10]. Here we focus on the failure impact
under these topologies.
The simple tree-based hierarchical structure requires
large routers, which make the configuration very expensive [10]. Also, it cannot provide sufficient fault tolerance

The MIT Resilient Overlay Networks (RON) architecture [14] provides reactive routing to path failure detection
and recovery on large-scale, Internet-based distributed systems. It monitors the quality of paths by frequent probing
between nodes, and stores probe results in a performance
database. In principle, there is much less control on the
overall architecture of an Internet network such as RON
than our storage network. Also, we consider both node
failure and link failure while RON only focuses on path
failure.
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3.3. Failure Scenarios
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We consider three types of failure scenarios: link failure,
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(a) A failure on switch 0 disconnects several devices.
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I. link failure: The connection between any two components in a system can be lost. If there exists only
one path between two components, a system is at risk
when any link along this single path is broken. A robust network interconnection must be tolerant of link
failures. Multiple paths between two components will
decrease the vulnerability of a single-point of failure
and effectively balance I/O workload.
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(b) Add spare links between switches and devices.

II. connection node failure: Connection nodes include
switches, routers, and concentrators that link servers
to storage nodes. They are used for communications
and do not store any data. Compared with link outage,
failures on an entire switch or router are more harmful
for network connection since a number of links that
were attached on the switch or the router are simultaneously broken, but losing connection nodes will not
directly lead to data loss.

Figure 1. Butterfly Networks Under Failures.
server
router

Figure 2. A Hypercube Structure.

III. storage device failure: When a storage device fails, it
cannot carry any load. Further, additional traffic for
data reconstruction will be generated. The increase
in bandwidth utilization brought by data construction
is of great concern when data is widely declustered
in such a system. We modeled and analyzed several
redundancy mechanisms for such very large storage
systems in our previous work [20].

as it suffers from the failures of higher-level nodes. Butterfly networks cannot offer high reliability either, because
there is only a single path from a server to a storage device.
For example, when a failure occurs at switch 0, as shown in
Figure 1(a), a number of storage devices will lose their connections to the system. One way to solve this problem is to
add spare links as shown in Figure 1(b). However, switch 1
then becomes over-loaded as all the requests to the storage
devices attached with switch 0 will now go through it. It
also requires more expensive switches with more ports for
spare links. Furthermore, there may be additional link outages on the path from a server to a storage device, which
will break the connection.
Cube-like architectures, such as meshes (Figure 3(a)),
hypercubes (Figure 2), and torus are structured with multiple routes between servers and storage devices, and thus

As a case study, we examine four kinds of possible failures in a 3 × 3 2D mesh storage system shown in Figure 3. In our example, there are nine storage devices (labeled from 0 to 8), two routers and one server. Assume
a specified I/O stream will be sent from the server to a
storage device, say node 4. We trace the path of this I/O
stream in various scenarios. At the initial state without
any failures, the I/O request can be simply transferred via
router 1 and node 3 as indicated in Figure 3(a). However, a rerouting strategy has to be introduced if failure
occurs. If the link between node 3 and node 4 is broken,
as shown in Figure 3(b), the I/O request has to take an alternate route to get to its target. It can pick up a path (i)
{router 1→node 3→ node 6→node 7→node 4} as shown
in Figure 3(b), or (ii) {router 1→node 1→node 4}, or (iii)
{router 2→node 7→node 4}, etc. The choice of the new
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4.1. Assumptions
Generally, nodes are classified into two types: storage
nodes that contain data, such as disk drives; and connection
nodes that are used only for communication, such as routers
and switches. We investigate node failure and link failure
in our system. In reality, there are many other types of failure, such as power failure and software failure. Our failure
model simply focuses on network interconnection, but does
not consider the Byzantine failure model under which arbitrary or malicious failures would appear. We also assume
all failures be detected in a timely manner.
We assume I/O requests to be very intensive and in large
size. User data is spread out over the whole system evenly.q
We use Dijkstra’s algorithm [6] as our routing algorithm.
This algorithm helps us understand the network status and
trace the path of each I/O request, although it cannot scale
to large networks due to its dependence on global information. We are considering failure-resilient routing techniques, such as wormhole routing [15], in our ongoing
work. We do not consider the buffer/cache issues of routers
and switches for simplification.

router 2

(b) link between node 3 and 4
fails
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pact of failures. We simulate several network interconnection topologies and inject varied failure scenarios to evaluate system behavior under degraded mode and estimate
system reliability of a petabyte-scale storage system.
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4.2. Simulation Methodology
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We evaluate impact of failures on a petabyte-scale storage system under various interconnection configurations
by event-driven simulation. The simulator, implemented
in C++, can evaluate the failure impact on a system under various configurations. There are three main pieces
in our simulator: topology, failures, and requests. The
network interconnection architecture was implemented as
a class object Graph with the functions for building the
network topology, i.e. build nodes and build links. The
function inject failures sets up the degraded system mode
under which one or more failures happen in an overlapped
time period. Servers send out I/O requests under a synthetic workload based on our analysis of a Linux cluster
for supercomputing applications [19].
We have simulated three kinds of topologies for our system: a multi-stage butterfly network, a 64 × 64 2D mesh
shown in Figure 3(a) and a 6D hypercube shown in Figure 2. We expect to include several other topologies such
as butterfly network, torus, and tower graph [21] in the full
paper. Previous work [10] estimated the required number
of nodes and ports for a petabyte-scale storage system using butterfly, mesh and hypercube topology. We list the
parameters set up in our simulator in Table 1. The but-

router 2

(e) node 4 fails

Figure 3. A Storage System Structured as a
3 × 3 2D mesh Under Degraded Modes
path is determined by the routing protocol and system status at that moment. Figure 3(c) and 3(d) show further examples of detouring due to a router and a switch failure respectively. The worst case in failure modes is that the target
node fails, as shown in Figure 3(e). If either the switch fails
or the disk drive crashes on the target node, the I/O request
cannot be delivered.

4. Evaluation
It is expensive to build a real petabyte-scale storage system in order to evaluate the impact of failures on interconnection networks. Instead, we use simulations of largescale systems to develop a better understanding of the im104
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Table 1. Parameters for butterfly, mesh and
hypercube topology.

Figure 4. I/O path connectivity
failed. Failures cannot be repaired during 60 seconds even
if they can be detected. Our results are reported in Figure 4. We found that failures on switches have greater
influence than those on routers and links. The butterfly
network suffers greatly from broken switches, as we discussed in Section 3.2. As expected, the 6D hypercube and
2D mesh structure achieve a better connectivity than the
butterfly network, although up to 0.05% of the requests did
not arrive at their target devices when two switches failed.
As for link failures, every I/O request found a healthy path
in the presence of up to sixteen broken network links under
2D mesh and 6D hypercube topologies, but about 0.048%
of the requests were not delivered successfully when 16
links were broken under the butterfly network structure.
Within 60 seconds, on the order of 108 I/O requests were
sent from the servers in our simulation. As a result, the accuracy of our reliability measurement is up to eight nines
8
(−log10 (1 − 1010−1
8 ) = 8).

terfly network is a hierarchical structure with one level of
routers, three levels of switches with 128 switches per level.
In the 64 × 64 2D mesh, each router is connected to the
edge nodes and the interior nodes are connected with four
other nodes. In a hypercube topology, each storage device
is attached to a 12-port switch and each router has two additional ports connected to servers.

4.3. Simulation Results
In our simulated system, servers send I/O requests in
parallel to storage devices at an interarrival rate of 1 millisecond. We set up several degraded scenarios for three
network topologies—butterfly network, 64 × 64 2D mesh,
and hypercube topologies, including varied number of link
failures and node failures. We trace the I/O requests and
count the number of hops for each request and record the
load on each link in the system. We calculate the ratio of
the requests which cannot be delivered to the target device
due to failures under various degraded modes, to measure
how well the system is connected. We also show the average number of hops of I/O requests under varied degraded
modes and compare the link load in the neighborhood of
failures with average links.

4.3.2. Number of hops for I/O requests
The number of hops is calculated as the number of links
that an I/O request has to travel through the system to arrive
at its targeted device. It is an important metric for both I/O
latency and system bandwidth. We measure the minimum
number of hops in the simulator; while in reality, an I/O
request may go through more steps than the minimum for
the considerations of load balance.
We compare an ideal fault-free case (labeled as “ideal”)
with seven degraded modes: with one, two routers failed,
one, two switches failed, and with four, eight, and sixteen
links failed (Figure 5). We do not count the case when there
is no path for an I/O request in the calculation of the average number of hops. Compared with the ideal connection,
the average number of hops is only slightly higher under
all degraded modes in all three topologies. There are two
underlying reasons for this: first, the proposed butterfly,
mesh, and hypercube structures provide redundant paths
and thus lead to good fault tolerance; second, the possibility that a failed component is on the path of many I/O
requests is small due to the limited number of I/O requests
during a short period time. As a result, the number of aver-

4.3.1. I/O path connectivity
The first and the most important aspect of robustness of
network interconnection is that an I/O request can be delivered to its target storage device. We refer to such an ability as I/O path connectivity. We borrow the metric of system availability [7] and measure the connectivity in units
of “nines,” which is defined as −log10 (1 − P), where P is
the fraction between the number of I/O requests that can be
successfully sent to the targets and the total number of I/O
requests during a period of time. Three “nines” connectivity means that 99.9% of the I/O requests can be delivered
to their targeted storage devices.
We trace all the I/O requests sent in 60 seconds under
seven failure modes: with one, two routers failed, with one,
two switches failed, and with four, eight, and sixteen links
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Figure 5. Average number of hop per I/O request

Figure 6. I/O load comparison of the neighborhood links around failures and all the
links in a system.

age hops remains nearly at the same level under the examined degraded modes. For a well-chosen topology which
does not suffer from a single point of failure, the system
would be robust unless many components fail at once. This
occurrence only happens under certain circumstances such
as large-scale power outages, which can easily pull down
any local-area networks.

modes: with one router, two routers, four links, and eight
links failed (as Figure 6 shows.)
Comparatively, neighbors around a failed router carry
more I/O load than those around a failed link in most cases.
This phenomenon comes from the different functionalities
of routers and links. We also note that neither the butterfly
network nor 2D mesh structure balances the load around
failures, but the hypercube topology handles it well. The
link load around failures is four to thirteen times higher
than average link load in the butterfly network and 2D mesh
system, whereas it is not obviously higher than the average
link load in the 6D hypercube structure. This is because
there are fewer network links and much weaker path redundancy in the butterfly network and 2D mesh structure than
those in the 6D hypercube topology. Our results indicate
that for a petabyte-scale storage system, although butterfly network and mesh structure can provide decent I/O path
connectivity without increasing the number of hops, they

4.3.3. Failure impact on network neighborhood
One of the important system behaviors after failures is
request rerouting. The failure impact on its neighborhood
links/nodes is not negligible. An abrupt increase in network
load around the neighborhood of failures can overload a
certain number of nodes and links, such that I/O requests
may not be delivered successfully. In order to analyze the
failure impact on the network neighborhood, we monitored
the the network links around failures and compared their
I/O load with the average load on all the links in the system.
We observed a pronounced increase in the average I/O load
on neighboring links around failures under four degraded
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cannot deal with neighborhood load increase as gracefully
as the 6D hypercube structure.

tower graph structure in our future work. We are still investigating more complicated failure modes and system behavior under these degraded modes over longer intervals.

4.4. Result Summary and Discussion
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